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I. IDENTIFICATION AND QUALIFICATIONS23

Q: Please state your name, position and business address.24
A: My name is Joel N. Gordes, President of Environmental Energy Solutions. The EES25

office is located at 38 Brookmoor Rd., West Hartford, Connecticut 06107.26

Q: Summarize your qualifications to speak on energy security issues.27
A: Mr. Gordes of EES is an independent energy consultant with experience in energy28

efficiency, renewable energy, climate change as it affects the insurance industry and29

issues pertaining to energy security matters. He has been involved in the energy field for30

the past 33 years in a variety of capacities including active and passive system/home31

design, technical analysis, program operations, program design, strategy development,32

policy development, legislation and energy association management. EES has:33

1) Training in military arts and sciences including unconventional warfare and has34
held a top secret clearance.35

2) Been an invited speaker at the International Conference on Advanced Technology36
& Homeland Security to speak on cybersecurity issues37

3) Been an invited speaker by NARUC 's Ad hoc Committee on Critical38
Infrastructure to present on cyber vulnerabilities of the power infrastructure.39
(Comm. Connie Hughes NJ BPU, Chair, 11/17/04)40

4) Written popular articles, papers and presentations pertaining to energy security41
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EES's entry into the energy field in 1975 was based largely upon energy security42

motivations mostly concerning overdependence on oil from foreign sources. Mr. Gordes43

first noted the vulnerability of the electric grid to natural and man-made hazards as early44

as 1978 when he was first published on the topic. EES makes no pretense on having deep45

expertise in electric grid design or operation but does not believe this lessens the ability46

to observe flaws in the system and report on the observations of those who do have such47

expertise. In this respect, EES serves much in the role of a messenger. Some of EES's48

publications and presentations on energy security/resilience are provided at49

http://home.earthlink.net/%7Ejgordes/page8.html.50

EES wants to stress that, today, Mr. Gordes is here as an individual on a pro bono51

basis and representing none of these or any other groups.52

53

II. INTRODUCTION, SCOPE AND DEFINITION OF TERMS54

Q: What is the purpose of your direct testimony?55
A: EES appreciates the Connecticut Siting Council's (CSC) sponsorship of this docket56

pertaining to the topic of Best Management Practices (BMP) for the Security of Siting57

Energy Facilities in Connecticut and the thought given to providing a baseline document.58

The purpose of the EES combined comments and testimony is to provide information the59

CSC might wish to consider for incorporation into its BMPs. EES notes these siting60

concerns should apply not only for selective generation and transmission assets in61

isolation basis but that the grid be viewed in a more holistic framework. Attention is62

required to the interactions of each transmission or generation addition upon the whole63

and any resultant effect(s) pertaining to grid security. This was generally noted in the64

EES motion for status as an intervenor and at least implied in the CSC Draft BMP (at p.2,65

A. Planning 3. Interdependencies). These comments and testimony will also address66

security aspects of the fuels used and the emergence of new threats all of which may67

contribute to the need for rethinking some fundamental assumptions. Where appropriate,68

this will include mostly consideration of planning and preparedness aspects of the BMPs69

but may address response and recovery as necessary. EES also hopes to demonstrate how70

perverse actions are sometimes taken in regard to security.71

"The electrical power grid, a massively complex machine, the largest on earth,72

was recently acclaimed by the National Academy of Engineering as 'the most73
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significant engineering achievement of the 20th century'.”1 EES agrees with this74

assessment and is not anti-transmission line on a NIMBY basis but notes that security did75

not appear to be a primary consideration in the grid's development.76

Section A, (Planning) of the BMP makes a vitally important point when it77

requests identification of security threats and vulnerabilities. Too often we use terms that78

may have vastly different meanings to others. While some have limited energy security to79

the narrow confines of oil dependence, EES sees at least five distinct security threats to80

the electric grid.2 These include:81

82
 Energy security in the form of fuel supply interruption/cost escalation83
 Physical security of grid components (generation, transmission, distribution)84
 Foreign dependency via disruption of globalized supply chains for critical grid85

components and minerals used in component manufacturing processes86
 Cybersecurity threats including distributed denial of service, hacking,87

electromagnetic pulse, embedded codes in foreign sourced components88
 A combined or "blended" combination of the aforementioned threats89

90
Due to limited resource, EES can only comment in limited depth on these issues91

particularly on some less-often discussed aspects of fuel supply and foreign dependency92

issues relevant to the BMP's planning and preparedness sections that might impact93

critical infrastructure.94

Q: Isn’t security more a federal issue not normally addressed at the state level?95
A: Normally this might fall under national security which would be handled at the federal96

level, however, in this case we have a direct mandate to investigate it in Sec. 8 of PA 07-97

242. Also, PA 03-140, AAC Long-term Planning for Energy Facilities, added the words98

"to promote energy security" to 16-50g. In addition, conflict has changed its nature, aims99

and targets over time from being purely for territorial gain and wealth to ideological100

struggles where winning "hearts and minds" is tantamount to "victory". Today, "victory"101

may take on yet another face where the adversary's economy may be the most attractive102

target. While proposed in a different context, the Eisenhower administration's National103

Security Council directive 149/2 recognized, "The survival of the free world depends on104

1 Steven G. Hauser. It's the Grid: Blueprint for the Future EnergyBiz M-A 2008 p. 23. Also see
http://www.nationalacademies.org/greatachievements/List.PDF
2 Other Parties/Intervenors are encouraged to add to this list.
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the maintenance by the United States of a sound, strong economy."3 The criticality of the105

economy was also foremost in an actual definition of Information Warfare (IW) provided106

in one early work:107

Most clearly, though, the distinctive feature of pure IW is that it can be so easily waged108
against a civilian infrastructure in contrast to a military one. This is a new facet of war, where109
the target may well be the economic national security of an adversary. In addition, though, we110
have distributed the capability to wage war.4111

112
Under these ground rules, what better way to damage the US than to inflict unacceptable113

damage onto one major driver of its economy? The US electric sector is the prime target5.114

Schwartau, once again sums it up when he says:115

Modern societies are composed of four critical, highly interrelated, and symbiotic116
infrastructures upon which their national and personal survival depends: The power grid is117
the foundation of it all. 6118

119
Then-Red Team member, Ltc. William Flynt said much the same at an ISO-120
NE/ISO-NY sponsored conference:121

122
In a single-superpower world, there a single best target…You’re the best face of that target.123
Your corporations [power companies] are the best target set.7124

125
Much of the siting and regulation of these facilities is done at the state level making this126

docket a legitimate venue for security considerations at this level.127

Richard Clarke who was the Director of Cyber Security for the Department of128

Homeland Security also articulated it well when he said:129

"The owners and operators of electric power grids, banks and railroads; they're the ones130
who have to defend our infrastructure. The government doesn't own it, the government131
doesn't operate it, the government can't defend it. .....the military can't save us."8132

133
That being said, the government, through numerous boards, councils and agencies9 can134

refrain from siting decisions that, in effect, might enhance the appeal of certain elements135

of the critical energy infrastructure for terrorist attacks. It is likely this has already taken136

3 Adams, Valerie L. Eisenhower's Fine Group of Fellows: Crafting a National Security Policy to Uphold
the Great Equation. Lexington Books. 2006. p.30.

4 Winn Schwartau, Information Warfare, Electronic Civil Defense, Thunders Mouth Press, NY, 1996. p.
584.

5 See NYT article at chttp://www.box.net/shared/2h5b7zy9g5 citing this at an ISO-NE Conference in 2002
6 Winn Schwartau, Information Warfare, Electronic Civil Defense, Thunders Mouth Press, New York,
1996. p. 43. Actually, the number of elements considered to be part of the "critical infrastructure" has
increased to at least 8 and as many as 13 by some estimates.
7 Matthew L.Wald, “Electric Power System is Called Vulnerable, and Vigilance is Sought,” New York
Times. 2/28/02. See http://www.box.net/shared/2h5b7zy9g5 for ISO NE/NY cyber conference.
8 Interview of Richard Clarke by SteveCroft.  “60 Minutes,” segment on “Cyber War.” 4/9/2000.
9 Often with very different if not conflicting agendas.
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place. The prestigious Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) echoes137

Clarke's sentiment when they say:138

At the same time, the United States Armed Forces cannot defend the nation against such139
attacks. Lines of defense and accountability often lie in the hands of individuals and smaller140
organizations…Yet such threats are poorly understood by those responsible for their141
prevention.10142

143

While some 9/11 was supposed to have "changed the way we think" in regards to144

many aspects of our lives, it appears this may not have fully translated into the way we145

think about critical electric grid infrastructure.Clarke’s and CSIS's statements imply that146

the responsibility for a secure infrastructure is a shared responsibility at many levels of147

business …and government. While government may not be able to militarily protect it,148

government can take steps to lessen the vulnerabilities in the regulatory decisions it149

makes on a daily basis. This includes to site or not site certain facilities, how it sites them,150

what fuel requirements or restrictions it sets for them, whether new transmission151

represents a helpful redundancy or merely creates an additional point of failure.152

Q. What leads you to think that those in positions of authority such as the Siting153
Council, FERC, the ISOs, the DPUC, the CEAB, the utilities and others are not154
already addressing your concerns but are reluctant to divulge it due to their own155
security concerns?156
A. Over the years, in conversations with some personnel connected with the some157

regulatory bodies and utility executives, EES has been unable to discern any deep158

familiarization with some of the topics of vulnerability; particularly to critical159

infrastructure supply chain problems or cyberterrorism/cyberwar. Most security concerns160

seem oriented toward preventing physical attacks. As often said in the military, "we161

always prepare for the last war". This can mean late recognition of newly emerging162

threats. EES would like to alert the CSC to some of them as much as possible within the163

context of the BMPs but outside them if necessary. The draft BMPs provide leeway in164

evaluation to address what is presented "as much as practicable" (BMP at p.1, para. 4)165

but also, EES assumes, the right, and even the responsibility, to go beyond to what is less166

predictable.167

III. FUEL RELATED ISSUES168
169

10 de Borchgrave,Ledgerwood et al. “Cyberthreats and Information Security: A Report of the CSIS
Homeland Defense Project.” Center for Strategic and International Studies. May 2001. p. 7.
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Q. What do you see as fuel-related issues?170
A. Well, of course everyone knows we have a problem with oil but if you look at the171

actual kWh generated from oil for Connecticut it is a very small amount. According to172

ISO figures it is a mere ~4% by kWh while the CSC shows it as ~37% by capacity173

(MW). So we need to begin to express our usage in a more representative way which174

EES feels kWh does. While this decouples oil from large amounts of direct generation, it175

is still the basis of our entire society and is responsible for everything from the176

mechanization of agriculture that frees most of us from having to be farmers to the177

freedom of mobility we enjoy. Make no doubt about it, any reduction in access to oil or178

the quality of our supply will have deep impacts on all facets of life. This includes the179

electric grid as EES doubts we could survive at our current standard of living without the180

cheap, concentrated energy afforded by oil at this time.181

The table immediately below shows from where we import our oil. Contrary to182

popular belief, we only import ~20% of our imports from the Middle East and imports183

are approximately ~60%-65% of our oil so only ~13% or so (possibly as much as ~18%184

with updates but still below common assumptions) of our total oil originates there. At185

some times it has been greater and will likely become so again.186

187

188

189

190
191
192
193
194
195
196

197

A good deal of our oil comes from our closest neighbors, Canada and Mexico,198

and while we may feel these supplies are secure, unintended consequences sometimes199

arise from seemingly unconnected actions. For instance, building a fence along the US200

southern border to keep out illegal immigrants might be perceived in Mexico far201

differently than in the US leading to some blowback -- one of the perverse results I202
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alluded to earlier. Looking at the list above, it would not take too many of these nations,203

(several of which might be considered "unstable") to attempt some disruptions to our oil204

flow. But those sources may be a less important factor today particularly since oil is205

traded on a global commodity market. The pie chart below page provides a better206

representation of our future if we do not drastically reduce oil use in the next few207

decades. What this shows us is that at least 62% of the world's proved reserves are208

located in the Middle East.209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

Even if we drill offshore and in the ANWR, EES generously notes the mean220

estimated reserves approximate 96 billion barrels according to the Mineral Management221

Service. However, since we use approximately 7.5 billion barrels per year, without a plan222

to transition to other sources after that runs out, our future will be written for the223

foreseeable future after that in that area of the world with the easy oil---the Persian Gulf.224

Q. Hasn't natural gas become the marginal fuel?225
A. Yes, due to this oil dependence, as well as a number of other factors such as226

environmental drivers and the emergence of the highly efficient combined cycle227

gas11 turbines (CCGT), natural gas became the favored fuel of choice in the mid to228

late 1990's coincident with the drive for deregulation. The cost escalations and talk229

11 In this sense, the word "gas" is understood to mean the working fluid used to drive the turbine rather than
to mean "natural gas" but natural gas is a preferred fuel for the CCGT.

Global Proved Oil Reserves

North America
5%

FSU
9%

Sauda Arabia
22%

Iraq & Kuwait
18%

Other M ideast
22%

South/Central
America

8%

Africa
7%

ROW
9%

"Statistical Review of World Energy June 2005" BP
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of potential shortages were foreseen.12 In 1997, EES testimony on deregulation to230

the [then] Connecticut Energy & Public Utilities Committee stated:13231

Instructive in this regard was a June 7, 1996 conference at Boston University. At it, Andrew232
Aitken, a Vice-President of New England Electric System told the audience that in a very233
short number of years they had gone from 4% natural gas generation to 34%. Growth in234
natural gas use throughout the nation for electrical generation and for other purposes such as235
compressed natural gas vehicles (particularly if instabilities continue to grow in the Saudi236
Arabia)  may put pressure on available supply and cost….14237

238
…In the long run, a lack of diversity will result in spiraling cost of gas and, Connecticut, as239
always, on the end of every energy supply line, will pay relatively more than the rest of the240
nation wiping out many of the gains promised by deregulation and competition.241

242
It took no crystal ball to see supply problems coming; what has been called the243

"dash to gas" was evident as early as ~199515 by some who foresaw the trend. This will244

lead to another unfortunate trend; increased importation of liquefied natural gas (LNG) to245

meet still-growing demand. The following table/charts paints the picture for the future.246

247

248

249

250

251

252

253
254
255

12 As early as December 1989, when Connecticut suffered at least a week (24th to 31st) of subzero weather,
the gas companies and the regional gas association took out full page ads in the Hartford Courant
requesting people to conserve. This was at a time when gas for electric generation might be considered
negligible.
13 Statement of Joel N. Gordes. Reliability in a Competitive Environment: The Need for Conservation &
Load Management and Renewable Energy Sources Under Restructuring. Energy & Technology
Committee Public Hearing on HB 6774. February 27, 1997
14 It is interesting to note that within the last several weeks there have been two additional indicators of
further potential pressures on natural gas: 1) T. Boone Pickens has developed a plan
(http://www.pickensplan.com/theplan/ ) wherein greater use of natural gas plays a major role(particularly
for transportation) as a bridging fuel which would greatly increase it use; and 2) there are discussion
between Russia, Iran and Qatar to form a natural gas cartel which, while difficult to develop and maintain,
might still negatively impact the price of this fuel.
15 Dr. Carl Weinberg, former Manager of RD&D at PG&E, spoke to this at the 1994 or 1995 NARUC
Conference in Madison, WI.
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The table on the preceding page shows some of the first increases in proved reserves in some time256
and beginning in the more recent years. This should be taken in context that we must now provide257
supply for not only heating, process and hot water but growing amounts of electric power.258

259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300

One question becomes "might dependence on this LNG have negative energy security301

repercussions on the nation and/or the state?" Recalling that the [Kean-Hamilton] 9/11302

Commission Report said that event "revealed four kinds of failure: in imagination, policy,303

capabilities, and management."16 EES submits the following "imaginative" scenario as an304

example of how we may wish to begin to think:305

16 The 9/11 Commission Report . W.W. Norton & Co. New York. p. 339.

While the reserves have increased, the chart to the upper left shows that coincident with that is a further
decline in the average productivity per well. The chart at the right shows that in spite of the increase in
reserves, there is still a gap between US production and consumption that must be met by imports. As
additional gas is required so will the need for imports unless more domestic reserves are available.

The chart at the upper left shows the projected rapid increase in the importation of LNG to make up a
portion of the domestic production deficit. The chart to the right depicts what countries will be the
most likely nations of origin.
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 Proponents of the Broadwater floating LNG facility have emphasized the need for306
LNG at lower cost without, EES believes, fully balancing that with increased307
dependence upon potentially risky foreign LNG sources.308

309
 The risk is currently perceived as one with only very localized damage affecting the310

facility itself and shoreline areas by fouling oyster beds and Long Island Sound.311
312

 Consider a scenario timed 5-10 years hence when regional dependency on this facility313
and one at the Everett, MA provides ~20% or greater of the NE natural gas supply.314

315
 If terrorists were to simultaneously destroy the two facilities on a sub-zero day such316

as those in December 198917, there is potential for catastrophic human suffering with317
a potential choice between gas for heating or electricity.318

319
 It could be especially disastrous if they were smart enough (and they are) to wait for320

an ice storm as in 1973 which turned Connecticut into a skating rink. This would321
hamper emergency vehicles from moving people to heated shelters.322

323
Preposterous? Remember the "failing of imagination" caution by Kean-Hamilton et al.324
An entirely different set of LNG security considerations should also be considered:325

326
 The second largest source of foreign LNG is Algeria. Information indicates that it327

may be a primary source of LNG for Broadwater.328
329

 Algeria was about to have free elections in 1991 but fundamentalists were poised to330
win that election. That would have been the last free election after Islamic Holy Law331
would certainly be imposed. One man, one vote, once as Fareek Zakaria intoned.18332

333
 The military sprang a coup to prevent that but left another politically fragile situation334

that has resurfaced in recent years re-emphasizing the risk in dealing for essential335
commodities in that part of the world.19336

.337
 Surprisingly, the #1 supplier of LNG is Trinidad/Tobago which has its own homegrown338

fundamentalist group, Jamaat-al Muslimeen, that attempted a coup in 1990.339
340

 More recently a plot to blow up fuel pipelines at JFK Airport in early June 2007 had341
connections to that same Islamist group based in Trinidad. They are presumed active.342

343
 It is interesting that we may increase exposure to greater dependency on LNG344

resources that could fall under control of fundamentalist Islam forces by increasing345
imports. EES does not believe this to be a sound policy, particularly if it necessitates346
armed intervention.347

17 The gas companies and the regional gas association both ran full page ads on Dec. 24th and 31st in The
Courant begging for conservation efforts by consumers. Available on request.
18 Zakaria, Fareed. The Future of Freedom. W.W.Norton & Co. (New York). 2003.
19 Another Brutal Attack in Algeria. Hassane Meftahi. Associated Press. September 9, 2007.
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Q. Do you have any solutions?348
A. Yes. Despite the appeal of the trend toward lower cost in some aspects of the LNG349

business over time,20 the Siting Council may wish to subject new facilities to far more350

scrutiny on all facets of fuel security than is currently required. As a BMP, the Siting351

Council could attempt to minimize our dependence on such uncertain sources by352

promoting as much combined heat and power (CHP) as possible that maximizes efficient353

use of existing natural gas supply. Possibly including a "public need" for greater354

efficiency and use of scarce resources. While PA 05-1 and PA 07-242 have made355

beginnings in this direction, rigorous security review and consideration would provide356

another powerful driver in this direction particularly if combined with one suggestion for357

the CSC to consider mandating fuel (not carbon) "offsets" on new facilities over 25 MW.358

A model for such action was Morro Bay, CA where a moratorium on new home359

construction was in effect due to a shortage of fresh water. In 1985 the moratorium was360

rescinded and an offset mechanism enacted that allowed for building a new home if a361

builder retrofitted ten older homes with water-saving devices.21 A more local example of362

offsets involving carbon was the construction of the AES Thames coal plant with363

concurrent [voluntary] action by developer Roger Sant to plant 52 million trees in364

Guatemala to offset CO2 emissions.22 What EES proposes is investigation by the CSC as365

part of its BMP to have electric plant developers fund retrofits for energy efficiency366

measures or enhanced boiler/burners on gas-fired schools, hospitals and government367

facilities to free up additional natural gas. Even retrofits for CHP applications in private368

sector industrial parks23 as offsets for new gas-fired central electric plant should be369

considered. This is a partial solution.24370

371
IV. THE THREAT OF GRID COMPONENTS FOREIGN DEPENDENCY372

373

20 http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/analysispaper/global/lngindustry.html
21 "A Gallon Saved is a Gallon Earned." Harrowsmith Magazine. Circa 1985. p. 110.
22 Meadows, Donella M. "Burning Coal in Connecticut, Planting Trees in Guatemala." Register Citizen.
March 27, 1989. p. 13.
23 The CSC should also be made aware of a CEAB study being performed by the CT Academy of Science
and Engineering to determine the feasibility of large-scale CHP on generators over 65 MW. This would
also maximize over efficiency if feasible
24 This might even be undertaken on a build, own operate (BOO) business structure so the developer could
also profit from this transaction as well as from their primary project proposal.
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Q. What do you mean by grid components foreign dependency? 25374
A. Since the 1970's there has been a growing trend toward an increasingly large375

percentage of major components in the electric grid to no longer be manufactured in part376

or in whole in this country. The table on the following page26 provides a snapshot of377

where the primary global transformer manufacturers are located, what percentages of the378

North American market they supply and whether they manufacture within the US. In the379

case of large Generation Step Up (GSU) transformers, many are also approaching their380

end of life and can take 18-24 months to secure a replacement.381

Even if such transformers can be made available there may also be the problem382

of transporting such heavy, bulky components safely to their point of use. This can be383

complicated further by the US rail infrastructure that may not be adequate to move such384

equipment necessitating work-arounds that may not always result in optimal outcomes.385

386

387

388

389

390

391

392

393

394

395

While the Siting Council might not currently have this responsibility, as a Best396

Management Practice, it may wish to determine the dependence of each existing facility397

and each applicant for new construction on foreign equipment sources as a condition of398

construction. A BMP Recovery Measure might insure generators have access to speedy399

GSU transformer replacements through bilateral or multilateral contracts to share these400

25 Due to contractual/security obligations, this section must be abbreviated to prevent release of information
gathered for another project. The material used here, however, is widely available on the internet. If the
conflicting project is eventually cleared for general distribution, a copy will be made available.
26 Benefits Of Using Mobile Transformers And Mobile Substations For Rapidly Restoring Electrical
Service. US Department of Energy. August 2006. p. 21.
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resources with other generators. Other critical components might also be investigated and401

contracts required in ensuing dockets.402

403
V. CYBER THREATS TO THE ELECTRIC GRID404

405
Q: What is cyberwar/cyberterrorism?406
A: An early definition of information warfare was defined thusly:407

I maintain that true Information Warfare [IW] is the use of information and information408
systems as weapons against target information and information systems. IW can attack409
individuals, organizations, or nation states (or spheres of influence) through a wide variety of410
techniques:411

412
 Confidentiality compromise413
 Integrity attacks414
 Denial of service415
 Psyops416
 Dis/Misinformation, media, etc.417

418
Most clearly, though, the distinctive feature of pure IW is that it can be so easily waged419
against a civilian infrastructure in contrast to a military one. This is a new facet of war, where420
the target may well be the economic national security of an adversary. In addition, though, we421
have distributed the capability to wage war.27, 28422
More specifically, for our purposes, in one form, cyberwar involves the use of423

computer hacking, codes, viruses, worms, Trojan Horses, dis/misinformation to remotely424

incapacitate portions of the critical infrastructure. This means potential loss of electricity,425

natural gas and other pipelines, communications and transportation systems.426

In a more physical form there is electromagnetic pulse (EMP) that can427

incapacitate any appliance, generator, auto or other device that has incorporated428

"unhardened" silicon-based semiconductors or chips. This takes place when there is a429

nuclear blast or via a relatively inexpensive device (~$400) called a flux compression430

generator is used to induce an EMP similar to what accompanies a nuclear blast.29 This is431

a not a particularly high-tech device to build nor does it require a sophisticated aerial432

delivery system since the device could take on various shapes and be delivered by any433

vehicle from a light aircraft to a UPS truck. Its effective area is limited by such variables434

as size, altitude at detonation, distance from critical electronics and nature of shielding435

27 Winn Schwartau, Information Warfare, Electronic Civil Defense, Thunders Mouth Press, New York,
1996. p. 584. Part of this was used previously in discussing the new face of warfare on page 4.

28 Some accounts add embedded coding in electronics of foreign origin.
29Wilson, J. “E- Bomb,” Popular Mechanics. 9/2001. pp. 50-53.
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materials used, if any. Unless the electronics in question are “hardened” against such a436

weapon or placed in what is termed a “Faraday” cage, they become virtually useless.437

Finally, in a lesser known form, a semiconductor-controlled device manufactured438

in another country might have embedded within its coding for a series of commands that439

could lead to a parts failure. A CIA document released in 2004 details exactly such an440

outcome when in 1982 a US valve was purportedly planted for use for a Soviet natural441

gas line and programmed to fail on command. It is said to have brought about what was442

said to be the largest non-nuclear explosion ever seen from space.30 Other variations on443

this include embedding malware (dangerous coding) in everything from iPods to GPS444

systems which may be plugged into computers during transfer of data. This can infect a445

computer or a network if antivirus software is not installed or kept up to date.31446

Q: When was cyber vulnerability first recognized and what are the potential447
repercussions for a cyberattack against a digital society such as our own?448
A: One incident that identified early recognition of vulnerability took place locally and449

offered insight into the potential repercussions. It took place in downtown Hartford, CT450

on February 20, 1983, when a crow took out power to the central part of the city. The451

Hartford Courant recounts:452

Travelers [Insurance] Cos. was forced to go into an emergency data- recovery exercise that453
had not been attempted in recent memory, explained Travelers senior Vice President Peter454
Libassi. It took Travelers four hours after the crow landed to get the computers under control.455

456
"Sometimes you have to wonder just how advanced technology is when something like this457
can cause these problems with this kind of equipment. We’ll eventually be able to recover458
everything, but we’re lucky this didn’t happen on a weekday when hundreds of our field459
offices across the country would have had to shut down. Potentially this could have cost the460
company a lot of money."32461

462
That incident, was a precursor to the effects that could take place on a much larger463

scale today in a society that now has a PC on almost every business desktop. The464

Travelers event took place before we became so digitally dependent ---and it took place465

over a relatively calm weekend. To provide an extremely rough idea of how large466

30 US Caused Soviet Gas Explosion. David Hopffman. HC/Washington Post. February 22, 2004. Some
questions on the authenticity of this account have surfaced since then.
31 Robertson, Jordan. Pre-Installed Viruses: Some Tech Gadgets Come Loaded With Unwanted Extras.
Associated Press. March 14, 2008.
32Stertz, B. “Crow Short-Circuits Phone, Power,” The Hartford Courant. 2/20/1983.
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business losses could become, the table on the following page supplies the cost per hour467

of down time for various types of digital businesses:33468

Industry Average Cost of Downtime Source34

Cellular Communications $41,000 per hour Teleconnect Magazine
Telephone Ticket Sales $72,000 per hour Contingency Planning Research-1996
Airline Reservations $90,000 per hour Contingency Planning Research-1996
Credit Card Operations $2,580,000 per hour Contingency Planning Operations-1996
Brokerage Operations $6,480,000 per hour Contingency Planning Operations-1996
Grocery Store $50-80,000 per day http://www.eren.doe.gov/distributedpow

469
Q.Who else besides yourself has been concerned with these threats?470
A. One person who is concerned and has articulated the threats far better than EES is Lt.471

Colonel William Flynt (Ph. D., USA-R), a former "Red Team" member with the National472

Security Agency, who has stated:473

In a single-superpower world, there a single best target…You’re the best face of that target.474
Your corporations [power companies] are the best target set.35475

476
There is a discussion that sometimes takes place around SCADA36 systems… inevitably I477
have this discussion every week from the west coast to the east coast. Inevitably it unfolds478
like this: Someone says, “Well, you know that we have an isolated network..we have a479
complex isolated network.” And they are deluding themselves in those cases because there are480
modems for vendors to conduct maintenance, there are modems for workers to access their481
AOL accounts and there are connections between their system and the internet as recent virus482
and worm attacks have shown.  And then they say, “Well, even if they got in they wouldn’t483
know [what] to do because our systems are secure through obscurity; they’re proprietary;484
they’re SCADA. You have to be invited and trained in the dark, mystical art of being a485
SCADA operator to fully understand our system.”  Fact of the matter is this is not true;486
SCADA interfaces are graphical and, as will be born out, are able to be exploited by anyone487
with any degree of computer literacy.37488

489
Using terrorist best practices, it was trivial to achieve significant consequences… Threats490
were measured at a significant level which means a multi-state region at 168 hours or one491
week, secondary or tertiary effects continuing on…to fully restore a system to its original492
configuration, same robust capabilities, took between one year and 18 months…38493

494
In describing another exercise he recounted:495

496

33 To be candid, this method of lost capacity, while commonly used, actually provides a grossly distorted
picture of potential losses. Sometimes it will overestimate losses while in others underestimates them.
34 The first five business losses were attributed to Kim Barnes, “Deregulation: Differentiate Your Energy
Services Business by Providing Customers with Computer Grade Power and Reliability,” Energy.com, 7
April 1999.
35 .Matthew L.Wald, “Electric Power System is Called Vulnerable, and Vigilance is Sought,” New York
Times. 2/28/02. See http://www.box.net/shared/2h5b7zy9g5 for ISO NE/NY cyber conference. A portion
of this was used previously at p.4.
36 SCADA refers to Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems used to control and provide
information on many aspects of power system operations.
37 William Flynt, Ph.D., Terrorism and the Electric Power Infrastructure, Keynote Session, International
Conference on Advanced Technologies for Homeland Security, UCONN, September 25, 2003.
38 William Flynt, Ph.D. Op cit
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We took a sworn police officer in the region to conduct a test. We put him in front of an497
actual SCADA terminal, operating system terminal control center. We gave him real data498
but put the terminal in a training mode so we wouldn’t actually cause any blackouts as a499
result of our experiment. And this police officer was computer literate. He could use e-500
mail.He could word process but he had zero…in the way of experience with SCADA501
systems and he had no real knowledge of how to operate an electric power grid…And we502
found by putting him in front of these consoles that he was able to accomplish single503
handedly a regional blackout that I would say would rival what we saw last month [August504
2004] in about nine minutes and forty seconds.39505

506
The US-Canada Power System Task Force’s (blackout) draft report, in one of its more507

informative portions (Chapter 8) is in agreement with Dr.Flynt’s statement:508

In electric power, SCADA includes telemetry for status and control, as well as Energy509
Management Systems (EMS), protective relaying, and automatic generation control. SCADA510
systems were developed to maximize functionality and interoperability, with little attention511
given to cyber security. These systems, many of which were intended to be isolated, are now,512
for a variety of business and operational reasons, either directly or indirectly connected to the513
global Internet… The existence of both internal and external links from SCADA systems to514
other systems introduced vulnerabilities.40515

516
There are numerous other concerned persons mentioned in my 2004 Statement of517

Limited Appearance in CSC Docket #272 who share these opinions to one degree or518

another. This may be accessed at http://www.ct.gov/csc/lib/csc/jgordesltdappear.pdf519

More recently41 CNN featured an experiment at the Idaho National Laboratory520

which has been deeply involved in cybersecurity issues for a number of years. They521

released a video of an exercise where they destroyed a generator by hacking into its522

control system. Presumably they were able to remotely change the generator frequency523

which led to its destruction. (See video at:524

http://www.cnn.com/2007/US/09/26/power.at.risk/index.html#cnnSTCVideo )525

In January 2008, the CIA called a news conference to alert the public that several526

foreign electric utilities had been hacked. A Washington Post story noted:42527

In a rare public warning to the power and utility industry, a CIA analyst this week said cyber528
attackers have hacked into the computer systems of utility companies outside the United States529
and made demands, in at least one case causing a power outage that affected multiple cities.530

531
"We do not know who executed these attacks or why, but all involved intrusions through the532
Internet," Tom Donahue, the CIA's top cybersecurity analyst, said Wednesday at a trade533
conference in New Orleans...534

535

39 William Flynt, Ph.D. Op cit
40 US-Canada Power System Outage Task Force: Causes of the August 14th Blackout. pp. 94 & 99.
41 September 27, 2007.
42 Nakashima, Ellen and Mufson, Steven. Hackers Have Attacked Foreign Utilities, CIA Analyst Says.
Washinton Post. January 19, 2008. p. A04. Full article available at http://www.box.net/shared/khjqd5pa4m
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…Over the past 10 years, electric utilities, pipelines, railroads and oil companies have used536
remotely controlled and monitored valves, switches and other mechanisms. This has resulted in537
substantial savings in man power and other costs...538

539
…The U.S. electricity grid has always been vulnerable to outages. "Cybersecurity is a different540
kind of threat, however," Joseph T. Kelliher, the commission's chairman, said in a statement this541
week. "This threat is a conscious threat posed by a single hacker, or even an organized group that542
may be deliberately trying to disrupt the grid."543

544
VI. MORE DISTRIBUTED GENERATION & GRID DECENTRALIZATION545
MAY LESSEN VULNERABILITY.546

547
Q. What is your definition of distributed generation?548
A: Because of questionable statements made before the CT DPUC and the Energy &549

Technology Committee by the ISO-NE and one utility in a previous proceeding (DPUC550

docket #02-04-23), EES stresses the criticality of defining distributed generation. EES551

has provided a composite definition derived from such diverse and credible groups as the552

US DOE (2 definitions), Electric Power Research Institute (2 definitions), American Gas553

Association (1 definition) and the California Energy Commission (1 definition).43 A554

composite of their definitions might read:555

Distributed resources include conservation and load management with modular electric generation556
and/or storage located near the point of use either on the demand or supply side. DR includes fuel-557
diverse fossil and renewable energy generation and can either be grid-connected or operate558
independently. Distributed resources typically range from under a kilowatt up to 50 MW. In559
conjunction with traditional grid power, DR is capable of high reliability (99.9999%) and high power560
quality required by a digital society.44561

562
Q: What attributes of distributed generation may make it attractive?563
A: There are numerous attributes in the many technologies that make up what is called564

"distributed generation" that can make it attractive security-wise but also to business and565

industry as well as grid planners and owners. These include but are not limited to:45566

Reliability. One of the major advantages of distributed generation is its ability, in conjunction567
with grid-supplied power, to provide reliability in the 99.9999% range required by many568
businesses who are now dependent upon digital technologies.569

570
Power Quality. Like reliability, power quality is an absolute necessity for digitally-dependent571
businesses since any aberrations in power may be enough to lose valuable data and require hours572
or days lost in having to reacquire data or in reprogramming.573

574

43 Full definitions from these sources are available at: http://www.box.net/shared/khjqd5pa4m. Actually,
EES dislikes this composite definition but the sources for it are citeable.
44 Please note the author is aware of the definition of distributed generation in PA 05-1, AAC Energy
Independence, as being set to 65 MW. This is outside the norm for published figures by others.
45 These are attributed to numerous people who are or have been in the DG field including, Lovins and
Lehmann, Fred Gordon, Joe Chaisson, David Andruus, Howard Brown and others.
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Modularity. The modular nature of distributive technologies allows for more perfect load575
matching which avoids this situation of overbuilding and overspending and the risk of tying up576
capital in such costly endeavors.577

578
Deferral of Transmission and Distribution Costs. In some situations, distributed technologies579
may offer a lower cost option than traditional transmission and distribution upgrades such as580
substations or new high voltage lines. At some point this may be a lower cost option when those581
in the private sector elect to install DG on the customer side of the meter for power582
reliability/quality reasons. It may also be in conjunction with resources on the utility side of the583
meter as well..584

585
Reduced System Losses. There is less line loss with generation closer to points of use.586

587
Mobility. Distributive systems have the flexibility to be moved to a new location if loads do not588
develop or decrease over time or a total operation needs to be moved. This is exactly what had589
been the situation of three TM-2500 units that had supplied 69 MW of power for use during590
summers in the SW CT load pocket.591

592
Lower Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Costs. Some DG units have low O&M costs.593

594
Lower Financial Risk. There is less financial risk with small-scale projects than with large ones.595
Lenders face a lower risk in investment into numerous but small, diverse distributed projects.596

597
Less Regulatory Risk. There is less risk of regulatory changes for the short planning and598
installation cycle of a distributive technology as opposed to larger plants.599

600
Lower Fuel Diversity Risk. Since many of these new technologies can use multiple fuels or601
renewable energy sources there is fuel risk reduction.602

603
Ease of Siting. It has become increasingly difficult to locate large generation and transmission604
facilities and the siting process can take many months if not years if oppositions arises.605

606
Short Lead Times. Shorter lead times mean fewer financial uncertainties. Since distributed607
technologies are manufactured in the factory rather than constructed on-site, there are fewer risks608
associated with lead times. Economies of scope can also be realized.609

610
Incentives from Deregulation. Deregulation has, in many states, mandated a system benefits611
charge that creates funds which are designated for use in furthering renewable energy and612
demand-side management deployment. The Renewable portfolio Standard also can add value for613
these technologies as can new values from the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.614

615
Environmental Improvement. Many distributive technologies result in low emissions of616
criteria pollutants. They also generally produce lower greenhouse gas emissions than traditional617
electric generation. This can also result in a shortened regulatory review process.618

619
Despite these advantages, in cyberwar, redundancy, alone, as represented by620

distributed generation, is not enough to provide resiliency, it must also be decentralized,621

another grossly misunderstood term. For example, the A-7 Corsair II fighter aircraft has a622

duel hydraulic control systems (redundancy) but because both hydraulic lines are in close623
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proximity to each other in certain critical areas, there is a high likeliness that antiaircraft624

ordinance can disable both systems simultaneously.46,47 While it is “redundant” it is not625

adequately “decentralized” and still vulnerable in this analogy.626

Lovins and Lovins define decentralization (in terms of physical vulnerability but is627

mostly applicable to cyber) as having the following attributes: 48,49628

 Unit scale. “Scale” in this sense means the smaller size or output capacity of a single unit of629
supply than usually found in centralized systems as a percentage of total power.630

631
 Dispersion. Refers to whether units are concentrated or distributed, relative to each other.632

633
 Interconnectedness. Separate units can be coupled to each other, stand-alone (connected634

only to the end-user), or both optionally so as to isolate failures and permit autonomy when635
needed. Interconnection may increase overall reliability in many cases.636

637
 Composition. Different units can be monolithic (consisting of inseparable parts) or modular638

(combining multiple sub-units). Gas turbines, fuel cells & photovoltaic arrays are modular;639
central thermal plants are more monolithic.640

641
 Locality -the heart of “decentralization,” wherein local units are near end users, linked by642

short supply lines to reduce vulnerability. Oddly, most wind energy is not decentralized DG.643
644

 User-controllability. Ability to choose/control the energy systems and whether they are par-645
ticipatory and pluralistic or dominated by a central technical elite.646

647
 Comprehensibility. The ability to control a technology depends partly on whether they can648

understand it. A system can be understandable even when technically very sophisticated.649
650

 It is important to remember, even in a specific context, that all the dimensions of651
“decentralization” are relative, not absolute.652

653
VII. A SIX POINT CYBER-DEFENSE STRATEGY654

Q: Do you have any further suggestions on what we may need in terms of security655
for the CSC Best Management Practices?656
A: Yes, I do. I suggest the following points be considered for inclusion in the BMPs:657

46 Discussion with John Millar, a former Naval Aviator on 8/23/03.
47 Decentralization principles in warfare are ancient. In Leo Tolstoy's fictional War and Piece (1865/1869)
the character Prince Andrei Bolkonsky cautioned his troops "'M. l'aide-de-camp,' he shouted, 'tell the men
not to crowd together.'" p. 756 Flare Books, 1973 edition.
48 Lovins, Amory B. and Lovins, L. Hunter, Brittle Power, Energy Strategy for National Security, Brick
House Publishing Co. (Andover, MA) 1982. P. 218. This book was originally a study conducted for the
Pentagon's Defense Civil Preparedness Agency.
49 Another more recent book on decentralization worth investigation by CSC for BMPs is The Starfish and
the Spider: The Unstoppable Power of Leaderless Organizations. [2006. Penguin Group.] by Ori Brafman
and Rod A. Beckstrom. It provides a fascinating account of how decentralized organizations have greater
resiliency. Please also note that as of March 20, 2008, Mr. Beckstrom has headed the National Cyber
Security Center of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
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1) Large new transmission line plans by utilities to alleviate power congestion658

may further centralize electric power and actually invite vulnerability to cyber and659

physical attacks. The National Research Council (National Academies of Science,660

Engineering, etc.) has stated in regards to adding transmission lines for congestion relief:661

A direct way to address vulnerable transmission bottlenecks and make the grid more robust662
is to build additional transmission capacity, but there are indications that redundancy has a663
dark side (in addition to increased costs). The likelihood of hidden failures in any large-664
scale system increases as the number of components increases. Modeling techniques are665
only now emerging for the analysis of such hidden failures." (see, for example, Wang and666
Thorp, 2001).50667

668
New transmission projects or alternatives to them should also be planned to669

consider implementation of smart grid/intelligent grid/adaptive grid technologies that670

allow separation of affected areas into microgrids or minigrids. The existing grid should671

eventually also be retrofitted in the same manner. Further deployment of technologies672

such as autoreclosers, sectionalizers and even "smarter" follow-ons to these may be673

useful early steps. Public Act 07-242, Sections 21-36, dealing with Energy Improvement674

Districts, may also be useful in becoming a model for this. The Electric Power Research675

Institute (EPRI) appears to support moving in this direction when it stated:676

A portfolio of innovative technologies…. can comprehensively resolve the vulnerability of today's677
power supply …These "smart technologies" will also open the door to fully integrating distributed678
resources and central station power into a single network, in a manner than can reduce system679
vulnerability rather than add to it-as is typically the case today…51680

681
But EPRI also goes on to observe the reality that:682

Lack of technical innovation strongly reflects the state of uncertainty in the electricity sector.683
Technology decisions are largely driven by the management of existing assets... Capital684
expenditures as a percent of revenue are at an all-time low... There is little incentive for685
introducing new technology…686

687

CSC, through its siting powers alone, may not be able to force movement in this direction688

without coordination and cooperation with the DPUC, OCC and other agencies. The689

DPUC's ability, however, to exercise Decoupling/Performance-Based Ratemaking with690

utilities can not only drive but adequately reward utilities for new technology deployment691

which may be the more palatable solution for all involved.692

50 Making the Nation Safer: The Role of Science and Technology in Countering Terrorism. National
Academy Press. Committee on Science and Technology for Countering Terrorism, National Research
Council. p.302. 2002.
51 Electricity Sector Framework For The Future, Volume I, Achieving A 21st Century Transformation.
Electric Power Research Institute. August 6, 2003. p. 31
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2) Use of energy efficiency and load management first, followed by small, fuel693

diverse generators that are close to loads but adequately dispersed may provide a more694

robust system that is less vulnerable to physical and cyber attacks. These should be695

considered as primary steps before further large transmission projects are instituted. PA696

07-242 does call for all cost-effective demand side resources to be considered before697

generation and the CT Siting Council might take note of that when looking at new698

transmission projects as well.52699

3) The CSC should also consider that some Connecticut firms produce distributed700

generators such as fuel cells, gas turbines, turbine components, and even photovoltaic701

components53. This could provide a major economic boost to the state's economy if702

implemented in the proper way.703

4) The CSC should consider that distributed generators would be largely paid for704

by businesses and placed on their premises to run with the grid as a back-up to insure705

power reliability and quality. As such, the cost may be less than transmission lines for706

which ratepayers would foot (subsidize) the entire bill.707

5) Because much DG is clean and modular, distributed generation options for708

congestion alleviation, under a favorable CSC and DPUC regulatory scheme, may be709

quicker to implement than power lines due to less regulatory delays and legal challenges.710

6) Another suggestion, but not under CSC auspices yet, is to allow some DG711

project involvement by the utilities who would then be able to ratebase their contributions712

to projects up to 25-50 megawatts.54 This would provide utilities an incentive not to713

oppose alternatives that are in the interests of security yet earn a comparable rate of714

return or better if a management fee of 1% to 8% based on performance is allowed for715

such activities as it currently is for C&LM efforts. Favorable regulatory treatment for716

52 Actually, point (9) of 16a-35k, The Connecticut Energy Policy Act, essentially said the same thing
beginning in 1992 but possibly is more specific to generation.
53 STR of Enfield , CT supplies encapsulant material for many PV manufacturers.
54 The Hartford Courant article "Profits Up 45% at NU for Quarter" 11/11/08, p.16 recounts this increase
was due to the company being "heavily invested in high-voltage transmission projects." The risk in this is
if this is the primary means of increasing earnings, projects may be proposed that may not be necessary and
could conceivably merely add additional points of failure as per the National Research Council's warning at
page 20 and footnote 47. Providing other means to earn a return may mitigate such proposals.
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DG/CHP would take a page from the Netherlands that allows utilities to build CHP717

facilities in that nation and has resulted in 40% of their power supplied in that manner.55718

In addition, the National Science Council’s previously cited study has made the719

recommendation that use of homeland security funds for funding distributed generation720

to maintain critical loads would not be inappropriate:721

Today there is a growing interest in distributed generation —generators of more modest size in722
close proximity to load centers. This trend may lead to a more flexible grid in which islanding723
to maintain key loads is easier to achieve. Improved security from distributed generation724
should be credited when planning the future of the grid….Recovery of the invested funds725
through rate mechanisms or in some part through homeland security funding must be726
examined.56727

728
While it is unclear whether EPRI is literal in its meaning of “incentive” as used729

below, they generally seem to share this opinion with the National Science Council:730

Protecting the nation’s power infrastructure has a strong public-good dimension, and a robust731
federal “homeland security” incentive will be needed from the outset. Investments made for732
such essential infrastructure security must be immediately and fully recoverable. 57733

734
Any forward-looking homeland security strategy might also seek to use these735

funds for distributed generation for, at least, first responders and to maintain other736

mission-critical services such as hospitals, shelters, communications and transportation. If737

co-located in areas of high electric congestion, they would concurrently serve two738

important yet unrelated functions.739

Finally, EES suggests the CSC (and others) investigate the metrics in the paper740

"Rating the States for Energy Security" presented at several conferences and available at:741

http://www.dsireusa.org/documents/PolicyPublications/Rating_the_States_ASES_2003.pdf742

This paper uses Connecticut as an example (last pages) and, at its writing in 2003, the743

state scored 45 out of 100 points. While in need of a drastic update, EES suspects the744

score would be substantially higher today, but, still, it provides for CSC some745

considerations in setting BMPs.746

VIII. CLOSING STATEMENT747

Q: Do you have a closing statement?748

55 James Lucky, Distributed Power Dutch Style, Energy Markets, June 2001, p. 8.
56 Making the Nation Safer: The Role of Science and Technology in Countering Terrorism, National
Academy Press, Committee on Science and Technology for Countering Terrorism, National Research
Council. p.192. 2002.
57 Electricity Sector Framework for The Future, Volume I, Achieving A 21st Century Transformation.
Electric Power Research Institute. August 6, 2003. p. 7.
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A: Yes. A Best Management Practice for the CSC on grid security should not look at the749

siting of each component in isolation. A BMP needs to determine what the effect of each750

new addition to the grid does in relation to the whole -- holism. As noted earlier, remarks751

by the National Science Council note that merely adding transmission without regard to752

its security considerations can perversely add additional points of failure thereby753

jeopardizing reliability, resilience and security.754

Additionally, indications suggest preparation to meet multiple threats to the grid755

must be addressed by public/private partnerships from planning, construction, continuing756

maintenance and improvement to a more resilient system. CSC can play a vital public757

role by development of BMPs that address not only the more conventional threats but758

those newly emerging ones that may be the measure of conflict in the 21st century.759

Existing and well-proven, as well as new technologies, can provide this more760

resilient "smart grid". Construction of only large transmission facilities has the potential761

to lock us into an electric Maginot Line for decades. In retrospect, solely building lines762

without incorporating enhanced resilience may be looked upon in the future as imprudent763

at best and negligence at worst leaving all parties open to future litigation . With simple764

and relatively inexpensive steps this may even present profit centers for utilities, private765

sector developers, Connecticut-based businesses and future litigation may be avoided.766

The Siting Council may wish to heed the EPRI's advice:767

No one can solve the problem alone, and no single solution exists. With so many factors768
converging at one time on the electricity sector, it appears that the only way forward is for all769
stakeholders to find the will and the means to move on a broad front at the same time, as a770
matter of overriding mutual and national self-interest. Individual movement need not be in771
complete concert, however, because different pathways can lead toward the same destination.58772

58 Electricity Sector Framework For The Future, Volume I, Achieving A 21st Century Transformation.
Electric Power Research Institute. August 6, 2003. p. 22.


